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Deutsch+Minimal is a program
presented by the Goethe Institute
to support german electronic
minimal danceﬂoor music.

www.goethe.de/ins/pt/lis

09.03. Lissabon/Lux 10.03. Coimbra/Via Latina 11.03. Porto/Industria
THOMAS BRINKMANN live www.max-ernst.de
Alongside Mike Ink, the Basic Channel collective and Pole, Thomas
Brinkmann is one of the leaders in the ongoing German-born study of
isolationist dub-inspired techno. Though he‘s been famed for productions on his own, as Max, Ernst, Soul Center, W.v.B. and Max Ernst
labels, Brinkmann gained a name in the experimental and techno
community for his remixes (or as he terms them, „variations“) of material by Richie Hawtin, Mike Ink, Depeche Mode, Akufen etc. With one
of his impressive live sets he will present his brand new and 13th(!)
album “Lucky Hands” recently out on his own label Max Ernst.
PHIL STUMPF dj www.phil-stumpf.com
Born in 1973 in Germany, the Parisian-by-choice Phil Stumpf is known
for the legendary party series “Minimal Dancin” at the Nouveau Casino
in Paris which he started in 2001 with his french partner Sam Rouanet
with whom he forms the live duo Duplex 100. He also hosts two other
resident nights in Paris at the Triptyque and the Batofar. Additionally
he helps organize the german music festival in Paris, the “Festival Music-Allemand”. Musically his music and DJ sets impress with uncompromising clarity and a passionate funk attitude while never ignoring the
“less is more”-principle. Anyone who loves funk and adores minimal
house will feel just right.
TOZe DIOGO dj www.tozediogo.com
The portugese DJ Tozé Diogo is known for his musical eclecticism, the
constant search for groove and funk and last not least a special interest
in german minimal house. As part of the “Full Metal Funk” dj project
he will deliver a perfect warm-up mix.
For further information on the project Deutsch+Minimal:
www.deutschminimal.de

